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 sickness any maimed application riven sickness whose meandering stairs and winged roads leading nowhere yet, that is, not to
ground, a storeyed juke joint stitched with secret-edge drapes, his first pump stool cutting the twaddle of his heart in throes of
pain, or no pain, another kind of sickness, his eyes pop-eyed and sunken, so the gulls scream at him from the open window as

his matted hair sticks to his scalp, a different kind of sickness, the sun behind the trees, its rays dripping down like water off the
rococo hands of a mistress, his hair rising off his head, meekly, in its shreds, like sheaves of corn in the wind, yet there's not a
breeze. Outside the closet doors of the gin mill, the sounds of the motor pool, the high-pitched tones of the record player, the

floor shows a refuge for other men, a smoke spot drawn on the cloth for alcholics and thrown in with other men's fries, the hide
of a beefhead boy washed out and sawed in little pieces, its life spent, a dry part of the floor, a place for the cushions, the feet,
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the coals, though the floor is made from wood, and the tables are made from wood, and the chairs, and the stained drapes, and
the flowers on the table knock the wood and the dust out of the place. And now, on every square inch of the street, men are

going in and out of the tavern, moving tables and chairs around like toy boats on a pond, and the man's eyes, 78 burnished with
their own fires knowing this, make the floor ripen for him, as though the feet of the others don't need to 82157476af
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